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V for Vendetta is, like its author's later Watchmen, a landmark in comic-book
writing. Alan Moore has led the field in intelligent, politically astute (if slightly
paranoid), complex adult comic-book writing since the early 1980s. He began V
back in 1981 and it constituted one of his first attempts (along with the criminally
neglected but equally superb Miracleman) at writing an ongoing series. It is 1998
(which was the future back then!) and a Fascist government has taken over the
U.K. The only blot on its particular landscape is a lone terrorist who is
systematically killing all the government personnel associated with a now
destroyed secret concentration camp. Codename V is out for vengeance ... and an
awful lot more. V feels slightly dated like all past premonitions do. The original
series was black and white and that added to the grittiness of the feel while the
coloring here in the graphic novel sometimes blurs David Lloyd's fine drawing.
But these are small concerns. Skillfully plotted, V is an essential read for all
those who love comics and the freedom, as a medium, they allow a writer as
skilled as Moore. --Mark Thwaite
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
V for Vendetta is, like its author's later Watchmen, a landmark in comic-book writing. Alan Moore has led
the field in intelligent, politically astute (if slightly paranoid), complex adult comic-book writing since the
early 1980s. He began V back in 1981 and it constituted one of his first attempts (along with the criminally
neglected but equally superb Miracleman) at writing an ongoing series. It is 1998 (which was the future back
then!) and a Fascist government has taken over the U.K. The only blot on its particular landscape is a lone
terrorist who is systematically killing all the government personnel associated with a now destroyed secret
concentration camp. Codename V is out for vengeance ... and an awful lot more. V feels slightly dated like
all past premonitions do. The original series was black and white and that added to the grittiness of the feel
while the coloring here in the graphic novel sometimes blurs David Lloyd's fine drawing. But these are small
concerns. Skillfully plotted, V is an essential read for all those who love comics and the freedom, as a
medium, they allow a writer as skilled as Moore. --Mark Thwaite

From School Library Journal
Grade 9 Up–The date is November 5th, 1997. War has ravaged England, entire races have been eradicated,
the entire British populace is under constant surveillance, and the absolute power is absolutely corrupt. On
this historic day, a man with a strong resemblance to Guy Fawkes (in action and dress) blows up Parliament.
The bomber, a masked character named V, saves a girl named Eve from a violent crime and takes her under
his wing. Moore's dystopian, fascist version of England, ruled by one central leader and his sects (named
after parts of the body, such as Finger, Nose, and Voice), is systematically dismantled by the enigmatic V.
Readers must ultimately decide if V is a mad anarchist/terrorist or a freedom-fighting avenger for good.
Originally published in 1989, V has been reissued as a hardcover book with never-seen-before sketches and
two new vignettes. This story is slated to be released as a major motion picture in 2006, and demand should
intensify as the movie trailers come out. Combining alternate history with moral questions about freedom
and identity, this book would work well in a school setting; and while there is some slight nudity and
violence, they fit well within the framework of the story.–Jennifer Feigelman, Plattekill Public Library,
Modena, NY
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
Total Film: Feb 2006: "Page-turningly paced- Moore and Lloyd suck you into V's warped world and you
gawp as London burns..."

Users Review

From reader reviews:

William Deck:

Here thing why this specific V for Vendetta are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book
is good but it really depends in the content of it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. V for
Vendetta giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no
book that similar with V for Vendetta. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open up your current
eyes about the thing that happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. You can
easily bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your means home by train. If you are having



difficulties in bringing the branded book maybe the form of V for Vendetta in e-book can be your alternate.

Leticia Brewster:

This V for Vendetta are generally reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The
explanation of this V for Vendetta can be on the list of great books you must have is actually giving you
more than just simple looking at food but feed you with information that possibly will shock your before
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions
in e-book and printed ones. Beside that this V for Vendetta giving you an enormous of experience like rich
vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that could it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it and
revel in reading.

Mary Barnett:

This book untitled V for Vendetta to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, that is because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this particular book in
the book retail store or you can order it by means of online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you easier to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no
reason to you personally to past this reserve from your list.

Dorothy Alvarez:

Reading a book to become new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to learn a book. When you
learn a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, due to
the fact book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of
book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read education books,
but if you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, in addition to soon.
The V for Vendetta provide you with new experience in examining a book.
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